North Korea News: Which stories are not told (in the U.S.)?


North Korea = Famine; “Human Rights”; Nuclear; Reunification; War; “Regime Change”; “Axis of Evil”

Connecting regime change to war is done by Fox News and Asia Times Online.

Mainly Asian news report on reunification. If you are reading and watching news about Korean reunification, you are most likely not in the U.S.
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“Regime Change” is basically disconnected. There is little talk of German-style social change.

Only CNN is able to connect famine and reunification, one of the more practical and meaningful associations between the issues of import on the peninsula.

Whitehouse.gov (press release) couches North Korea in terms of regime change and human rights.

A (Financial Times) subscription is required to read about North Korea only in terms of regime change (and not in terms of human rights, reunification, famine and other issues).